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Dynamic algorithms: Introduction

Most algorithms that we have seen so far have been static in that the input
was given initially and our task has been to compute some function f of the
input while keeping resources at a minimum.

This note considers dynamic algorithms, where we in addition to com-
puting f on the initial input x afterwards consider changing x slightly. As
an example consider the case of x being a string. Naturally, one may al-
low change, insertion and deletion of letters. If x is a graph, one may allow
insertion and deletion of vertices and edges. The underlying problem is to
maintain information about f(x) without reevaluating f(x) from scratch.

There are three main applications of dynamic algorithms:

• Applications, where the data actually change over time. This include
many real life computer applications for administration and control of
systems.

• Applications, where we consider changing something, and we want to
know what consequences it may have. If the consequences are unpleas-
ant, we would naturally like to consider alternatives. What we need is a
means for knowing the consequences of small changes very fast. Exam-
ples of such applications include programs for strategic games, where
a program typically investigates many possibilities for the immediate
development of the current situation.

• Application as subroutine in other programs. To give an example,
the incremental algorithm for computing connected components that
is described in this note is used in a common algorithm for finding
minimum spanning trees.

One may divide dynamic algorithms in two groups.

• Partially dynamic or incremental. Changes are irreversible. There is
no “undo” facility. As an example consider graph problems, where
changes may insert edges, but changes cannot delete edges.

• Fully dynamic or simply dynamic. Changes are reversible. As an ex-
ample consider graph problems, where we may insert and delete edges.
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Note that dynamic problems are data structure problems, since it is usually
insufficient to remember f(x) only in order to recompute the function value
following a change of x. We may formalise the problem of dynamization as
the problem of implementing a datatype with the following operations:

• init. Initialise x to a fixed value possibly given by the user.

• change(d). Enact the change d on x. What sorts of d’s that are
allowed depend on the type of x and on the nature of the problem.

• query(s). Answer question s about f(x). What questions s that are
allowed depend on the problem

Note that following a change operation, we do not require that an explicit
representation of f(x) exists. Any such demand might hinder an efficient
solution to the dynamic problem, since the value of f may change a lot,
when x is only slightly modified. We only demand that certain questions
about f(x) can be answered efficiently.

An example

Consider the problem of deciding whether a string x over ( and ) is correctly
balanced, i.e. parentheses match up. From earlier courses you know a linear
time algorithm based on using a deterministic push down automaton. We
want to construct a dynamic algorithm, where the allowed change is to re-
verse any single parenthesis, i.e. we want to implement a datatype with the
following operations:

• init(s). Initialise input to the string s.

• change(i),1 ≤ i ≤ |s|. Reverse the i’th parenthesis in s.

• query. Decide whether s is perfectly balanced.

A first attempt of making a dynamic algorithm might store the pushdown
automaton computation. Upon changing an input, it suffices to resimulate
the automaton from the input position where the change occurred. However,
if the change occurs at one of the first input positions, this approach requires
linear time, and is essentially equivalent to starting the computation from
scratch.

The following divide-solve-combine algorithm is much better suited for
dynamization:
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function match(s : string) → N ×N
Divide s in halfs s1 and s2.
(r1, l1) := match(s1)
(r2, l2) := match(s2)
if r2 ≥ l1 then

return (r1 + r2 − l1, l2)
else

return (r1, l1 − r2 + l2)

match(s) = (r, l) if and only if s has r unmatched right parentheses and
l unmatched left parentheses. This means that s is correctly balanced if and
only if match(s) = (0, 0). The algorithm parallelises immediately allowing
the problem to be solved in time O(logn) using O(n/log n) processors. The
algorithm dynamizes immediately, too. The dynamic algorithm maintains
the value of match(s′) for every substring of s, for which a match-value is
computed by the sequential algorithm. Upon reversal of a parenthesis, we
need only recompute O(log n) match-values, which takes time O(log n). Ini-
tialisation takes time O(n), since it suffices to run the sequential algorithm
and store all intermediate match-values. In total, we have an implementation
of the datatype using time

T (init(s)) = O(|s|)

T (change(i)) = O(log |s|)
T (query) = O(1)

The moral so far is that algorithms that parallelise well often dynamise well,
too. This correlation occurs because both parallel and dynamic algorithms
benefit when computations can be done locally and independently from other
local computations.

Dynamic connected components

As a second example, we consider dynamic maintenance of connected com-
ponents in a graph. Let us start with the incremental version of the problem.
We want to implement a datatype that maintains an undirected graph G and
supports the following operations.

• init(n). G becomes the (empty) graph with n vertices and no edges.

• insert(v,w). Add edge (v, w) to G.
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• connected(v,w). Report whether v and w are in the same connected
component in G.

A trivial solution would be to maintain edge lists and incidence matrix of
G, and perform a depth-search when responding to a connected call. That
would result in time complexities

T (insert) = O(1)

T (connected) = O(m)

where m is the current number of edges in the graph. Another trivial solution
consists in recomputing the connected components for each call of insert,
and put the result in a table, where one may for each vertex read the number
of the connected component that it belongs to. Time complexities become

T (insert) = O(m)

T (connected) = O(1)

A better solution is provided by the Union-Find data structure that is known
from earlier courses. It maintains a partitioning of a set into classes, while
supporting two operations

• Getting the number of the class containing any specific element

• Uniting two classes into one

and we know that Union-Find is implementable with both operations taking
amortised time O(α(n)), where n is the size of the set. If we let the classes
correspond to connected components in the graph, we get a solution for our
partially dynamic graph connectivity problem with the following amortised
time complexities:

T (insert) = O(α(n))

T (connected) = O(α(n))

where n is the number of vertices in the graph. The problem becomes far
more difficult, when we try to solve the fully dynamic version, where we must
implement an additional operation:

• delete(v,w). Remove edge (v, w) from G.
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The two naive solutions still work, in that delete gets the same same com-
plexity as insert, but the Union-Find structure is no longer applicable.
There has been a gradual development in our understanding of this problem.
Frederickson (1985) published a construction of time complexity O(m1/2) per
operation [4]. This was improved by Eppstein et al. (1992) to O(

√
n) [1].

Rauch Henzinger and King (1995) found a randomised solution using amor-
tised expected time O(log3 n) per operation [5]. The next improvement was
made by Holm et al (1998) that used a determistic construction to obtain
amortised time O(log2 n) per operation [6]. The so far best result is by Tho-
rup (2000) who resort to randomisation to obtain expected amortised time
O(log n(log log n)3) per operation [7]. Already Eppstein et al. (1992) had a
solution for plane graphs taking time O(log n) per operation [2, 3].
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